T H E N E W PACK AGING SYSTEM

Perfect positioning, perfect presentation:
SEALPAC ThermoSkin®
With its innovative ThermoSkin packaging solution SEALPAC once
again highlights your products, like processed meat, fresh meat,
poultry, seafood, game and ready meals, to the maximum. This
high-output fully automated vacuum skin packaging system not
only convinces due to its attractive look, but also offers a variety of
favourable properties.
®

Benefits:
Striking presentation at point of sale
Maximized shelf space utilization
Extended shelf life due to deep vacuum
Reduced drip-loss of meat products
Available on non-dedicated thermoformers

I N C R E A S E D AT T E N T I O N : FITS LIKE A SECOND SKIN

Optional product protrusion

And this is how it works
The thermoformed and product-loaded bottom film is
hermetically sealed to the special skin film by means
of a deep evacuation process. The film fits the contours of the product without folds or creases.
Subsequently, a second top film can be
sealed to create an additional head
space for extras, even under MAP.
Various easy opening methods will
provide increased user friendliness.

Top ﬁlm
Skin ﬁlm
Head space
for extras
(MAP optional)

Puncture resistant

Bottom ﬁlm

Easy opening

Extremely flexible
Instead of using a dedicated machine, the
sophisticated ThermoSkin® packs are produced on a standard
SEALPAC thermoformer with a specific ThermoSkin® tooling.
The machine can easily be converted for other packaging
solutions, such as MAP, vacuum packs or ShrinkStyle.

Beyond the scope
Products with a maximum protrusion of 40 mm above the
sealing edge are securely packed by adding specific technical
features to the machine configuration.

S EAL PA C – your package to success.
As a high-precision manufacturer, we support our customers in
reaching their targets. We work together to create cost-effective
and guaranteed high-quality solutions. Our flexible and dedicated
approach will guide you in exploring individual alternatives to
help shape your future.

SEALPAC GmbH | D-26133 Oldenburg
Telephone: +49 (0) 441 94 000 550 | info@sealpac.de | www.sealpac.de

Advantages at a glance:
Fully automated thermoforming
technology
Attractive second-skin presentation
Hermetic seal
Secure product positioning, allowing
for vertical presentation
Accurate positioning of marinades and
sauces, resulting in improved flavour
Optional second top film creates head
space for extras
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Extended shelf life

